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ABSTRACT

0

We present a time-lapse collection and reconstruction technique that allows following embryonic heart development at
any computationally halted heart contraction state. The central idea is to image at least one full heartbeat at a fast frame
rate, resulting in a two-dimensional plus time (2D+T) data set,
and repeat this operation every few minutes over several hours
for multiple axial positions. The acquired data are ﬁve dimensional (X, Y , and Z in space, ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ dimensions in
time). The (2D+T) image series are then synchronized to their
neighbors in the axial and development time dimensions using a non-rigid registration algorithm (constrained such as to
leave all but the fast time dimension unchanged). The algorithm proceeds recursively over the different axial positions
and developmental stages. We successfully applied this procedure to image the development of the embryonic zebraﬁsh
heart between 32 and 44 hours post fertilization (hpf).
1. INTRODUCTION
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Cell motion can occur at various speeds in the developing embryo: relatively slowly, such as for cell migration, division,
and growth or much faster, such as for red blood cells moving with the blood ﬂow and heart-wall motion during heart
contraction. Velocities can be as slow as a few microns per
minute or as fast as several millimeters per second.
In the developing heart, both types of motions are superimposed: the heart is beating while it develops. In the zebraﬁsh, the heart is functional as early as 26 hpf, when the
heart tube starts pumping blood (about two beats per second
[1]), and continues beating while it loops, forms an atrium, a
ventricle, valves and eventually reaches maturity after about 5
days post fertilization. This double time scale situation is depicted in Figure 1, where the embryonic heart is schematically
represented at different developmental stages and contraction
states.
In order to study heart development, acquiring time-lapses
in a traditional way—that is, by rapidly acquiring images at
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Fig. 1. Since the heart is beating long before it is fully mature
and blood ﬂow is known to contribute to its normal development, a double time-scale is necessary to better characterize
how the heart forms. Growth and tissue reorganization can be
followed along the vertical, slow development time axis at a
ﬁxed time in the heartbeat while the dynamics at any given
development stage can be investigated along the horizontal,
fast heartbeat time axis. Arrows indicate blood ﬂow and gray
discs red blood cells.
successive depths and repeating this procedure every few minutes over several hours [see Fig. 2(a)]—is not adequate for
the following reasons. First, even the fastest currently available microscopes (for example [2, 3]) are too slow to acquire
one full 3D volume without the heart signiﬁcantly changing
shape between the top and bottom slices. Second, the heart
may be in a different contraction state when acquisition resumes every few minutes. Third, imaging a single contraction state at every stage would not allow capturing the dynamics of heart contraction and blood ﬂow, which is essential
for reaching a better understanding of how genetic and epige-
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netic factors (such as individual gene defects [4] and patterns
of blood ﬂow in the developing heart [5], respectively) interact and contribute to cardiac morphogenesis. The latter point
is particularly important for in vivo imaging since the effect
of various ﬂow patterns on gene expression and cell morphology has been studied extensively in cultured endothelial cells
[6, 7] but carrying out similar experiments in vivo has proved
to be much more challenging.
We have previously addressed the problem of recording
nongated slice-sequences acquired at different axial positions
in the living embryonic zebraﬁsh heart and reassembling them
to form a dynamic, three-dimensional data volume by temporally synchronizing the sequences, either via uniform [8] or
elastic [9] registration. Although we successfully took advantage of this approach to image the heart at several development stages [10], the latter were typically 6–12 hours apart.
Here, we present a technique that allows reducing this
time lag to a few minutes. This opens the door to imaging
single cardiac cells as they develop on a highly mobile substrate and should allow bridging the gap between genetic and
epigenetic studies of cardiac development.
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2. METHOD
(c)

2.1. Image Acquisition
We model the measured intensity Im as follows,

I(x , z, q + sk,l + t)
Im (x, zk , q , t) =
× h(x − x , zk − z) dx dz,

(1)

where x = (x, y), zk = khz , k = 0, . . . , Nz , with hz a
ﬁxed axial sampling step and Nz the number of slices in the
axial direction. Furthermore, we have q = hT2 , with  =
0, . . . , Nq and hT2 the sampling step in the slow, development
time axis. Nq is the number of imaged development stages.
The optical system’s point spread function is denoted h(x, z).
sk,l is an unknown time shift arising from the fact that imaging is started at an arbitrary time-point in the heartbeat cycle. We assume that the four-dimensional intensity function
I(x, z, t), has a period T , i.e.,
|I[x, z, t] − I[x, z, t + T ]|  Imax .

(2)

For each axial position zk and development stage q , we image at least one full heartbeat at a fast frame rate. This procedure is shown in Figure 2(b).
2.2. Image Reconstruction
The reconstruction algorithm relies on the fact that over the
‘fast’ heartbeat time-scale growth or cell migration is negligible and, conversely, that the heartbeat pattern does not
signiﬁcantly change over the few minutes that separate measurements on the ‘slow’ development time scale. By taking
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Fig. 2. (a) Traditional time-lapse acquisition of 3D volumes
via optical sectioning (e.g. confocal microscopy) is inappropriate for imaging the developing and beating heart since the
acquisition of an entire 3D volume cannot be carried out at a
sufﬁcient speed. (b) To overcome this limitation, we acquire
images at high speed at multiple, but ﬁxed depths, as well
as at multiple development time points. (c) Subsequently,
the image sequences are synchronized via pixel-based, elastic
registration (constrained to the fast time axis) of neighboring
(axially or along the slow-time dimension) sequences.
advantage of the repeatedly occurring heart motion, imagesequences from different depths and different development
stages can be acquired sequentially and, assuming that the
underlying motion is cyclic, reassembled.
In order to recover an estimate Ir (x, zk , q , t) of I(x, z, t)
from the measurements Im (x, zk , q , t), we consider the following objective criterion to measure the discrepancy between
the measured data (at depth zk and development time q ) and
the synchronized data at neighboring depths zk and development times q (that is, with k  in a neighborhood Nk such that
|k − k  | < kneigh (a user-speciﬁed value),  in a neighborhood
N such that  −  < neigh (a user-speciﬁed value) and both
such that Ir (x, zk , q , t) has been previously computed):

Qk, (s) =

0

L





R2 k ∈N , ∈N
k



Im (x, zk , q , t − s)


− Ir (x, zk , q , t) dx dt,

(3)

s̄k, = arg min Qk, (s).
s

(4)

We start from the depth zk̄ and development time q¯ for which
s̄k, is known (and equal to zero) and ﬁnd the remaining s̄k, ’s
recursively.
Similarly to the method presented in [9], we have extended this approach to allow for nonrigid registration, replacing the shifts sk, by warping functions in the objective
criterion of Equation (3). Although the registration algorithm
described in [9] only takes one (axial) neighbor into account
at each step in the recursive registration, the objective criterion (3) is such that the same, dynamic programming algorithm can be used to carry out the minimization here.
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Fig. 3. 5 hour time-lapse of the developing zebraﬁsh heart
(between 28 and 33 hpf), at a ﬁxed point in the heartbeat cycle, after reconstruction with the method described in this paper. The double headed arrows indicates the elongation of the
atrium along the left-right axis. Ventral view, maximum intensity projection. e: eye, h: heart, y: yolk sack, L: left, R:
right, A: anterior, P: posterior. Scale bar: 100μm.
3. RESULTS
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size). The images were realigned by use of a MATLAB implementation of the method described above. For a given time
point in the heartbeat cycle, the 4D data was then rendered
(maximum intensity projection) using commercial visualization software (Imaris, Biplane AG, Zurich, Switzerland).
Six frames from the reconstructed time-lapse are presented
in Fig. 3 revealing the elongation of the heart tube. At that
stage, the heart elongates along the left-right axis as the atrium
increases its size. A detail comparison between the raw, nonsynchronized data and the processed data for four successive
development-time images is shown in Fig. 4. Artifacts due to
imaging the heart in different contraction states (Fig. 4 (a))
are removed after synchronization (Fig. 4 (b)).

55 min

where L speciﬁes the length of the time interval over which
the alignment is carried out (typically one full heartbeat). We
aim at recovering the time shift

(a)

Wild-type zebraﬁsh (Danio rerio) eggs were spawned using
standard techniques [11]. 20 hpf old embryos were soaked in
a green ﬂuorescent dye [0.1% BODIPY FL C5 -ceramide (Invitrogen) in artiﬁcial pond water] for 8 hours. We acquired
two-dimensional image sequences on an inverted laser scanning confocal microscope (LSM 510, Carl Zeiss Jena GmbH,
Germany) with a Zeiss Plan-Apochromat 10x/0.45 air microscope objective. We acquired 40 ‘fast’ time points (at 20
frames per second) for 15 Z sections (8 μm apart) and repeated this procedure every 5 minutes for 5 hours. Individual
frames had a size of 128 by 64 pixels (4.8μm lateral sampling
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(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Fast heartbeats imply that images acquired at different axial positions and development times are not synchronized. In particular, the heart is in an arbitrary contraction
state when acquisition resumes at each (5 minute) development time step (see arrows). (b) After synchronization of the
fast sequences along the (heartbeat) time axis, the heart appears to develop in a ﬁxed heartbeat state. This allows for
studying changes in heart morphology that are due to growth
or cell reorganization rather than heartbeat motion. ift: inﬂow
tract, oft: outﬂow tract. Scale bar: 50μm.

4. CONCLUSION

tiphoton microscopy,” Opt. Lett., vol. 23, pp. 655–657,
1998.

The presented acquisition and synchronization procedure allows reconstructing volumes of the developing zebraﬁsh heart
and following developmental processes without interference
from the heartbeat itself. Since it allows imaging the dynamics at a fast time-scale it opens up the possibility of studying
the inﬂuence of blood ﬂow on heart development simultaneously to gene expression (reported, for example, by a ﬂuorescent protein expressed under the promoter of a gene of interest
in a transgenic ﬁsh). This might be useful, in particular, for
reaching a better understanding of congenital heart disease,
the leading cause of infant morbidity in the Western world
[4], which often arises during early stages of cardiac development and whose genetic and epigenetic causes remain poorly
understood.
Our technique should also be appropriate for imaging heart
development with other imaging modalities including nonoptical and macroscopic scales. Further work will include
imaging over longer periods of time as well as allowing for
the inclusion of temporal landmarks to further constrain the
registration.
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